Monkey Magic: Chinese Story Theatre

A colorful collection of Chinese folk tales dramatized in an exciting story-theatre form. This
unusual theatre piece was inspired by Harris visit to the Peoples Republic of China when he
and his play, Rags to Riches, opened Chinas childrens theatre door to western culture.
Ensemble cast of 9 or more.East meets west. Performed in the traditional style of the Land of
the Dragon, these playlets combine various types of drama -- comic, adventurous, poetic -enhanced by music and mime. Although each play is unique and self-contained, they are
linked by a beguiling monkey who uses his magical powers to aid the heroes and heroines and
to defeat the villains, providing sixty minutes of fantasy and fun. With universal themes and
pictorial staging, Monkey Magic is theatre at its best for audiences around the world. The play
was premiered at the University of Hawaii celebrating the centenary of the arrival of the first
Chinese on the Island .
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The story of Monkey! is very loosely based on a 16th century Chinese book, The show's tacky
special effects and the barely theatrical-standard costumes. Monkey, or Monkey Magic, based
on a chapter 16th century novel, Cast: Theatre of Image's new musical of the ancient Chinese
story of.
A colorful collection of Chinese folktales dramatized in an exciting story-theatre form. East
meets West with these playlets that combine comic, adventurous, and .
A retelling of the 70s cult classic TV show Monkey Magic celebrates the Castlemaine Theatre
Company, based on an ancient Chinese tale.
Monkey: Journey to the West is a stage adaptation of the novel Journey to the West by In ,
Chinese opera director Chen Shi-Zheng approached Jean- Luc Choplin of on 28 June at the
Palace Theatre, Manchester, where it ran until 7 July. The only way to pass is to extinguish the
volcano using a magic fan. You have selected: Stages Bloomington Presents. Monkey Magic:
Chinese Story Theatre. By Aurand Harris. Sunday, September 28, at PM. Monkey King China Show is a large-scale fantasy stage play based on the It is arguably one of the most
famous and enduring stories told in Chinese folk-lore and is one of the most dynamic
characters in world literature. Sands Cotai Theatre SUBTITLE Chinese, English
CATEGORIES Award Winning Acrobat Magic.
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